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Grey House Publishing announces the first title in the New
Health in America Series: Diabetes in America: a Geographic &
Demographic Analysis of an Epidemic
Grey House Publishing is proud to present the first title in a new Health in America series: Diabetes in
America: A Geographic & Demographic Analysis of an Epidemic. With data from the National
Minority Quality Forum, this new edition looks at diabetes in the nation, in every state, and in every
congressional district. In addition to this unprecedented level of detail, Grey House has added value to
the Forum’s data with a separate section of state-by-state rankings and comparative statistics.
Colorful maps paint a striking picture of all topics – including total number and prevalence of
diabetics; uninsured diabetics; hospital and ER visits of diabetics; medical costs of diabetics; and
percent of diabetics with HbA1c above 7 – for all states and congressional districts. This data is further
broken down – and mapped by gender, race/ethnicity, and age. All this, plus key state and
congressional contacts, give researchers the tools they need to reach those who can change the course
of America’s diabetic epidemic.
Following the more than 1,200 pages of data by geographic region, is a final section of State Rankings
and Comparative Statistics – a quick way to see how your state compares on a number of topics
relating to diabetes, including prevalence, hospitalization, and diabetics with 7+ HbA1c levels.
We are excited to offer Diabetes in America-more than 1,500 pages of colorful maps, topic summaries,
contact information, and comparative rankings and statistics as the first title in our new Health in
America series. We look forward to working with the National Minority Forum in publishing the same
detailed data on Obesity later in 2013, HIV/AIDS and Lung Cancer in 2014, Hepatitis C and
Cardiovascular Disease in 2015, and Kidney Disease and Peripheral Arterial Disease in 2016.
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Buyers of the Print Version get Free Online Access
Enhanced content is also available online to buyers of the print version at no additional cost. With
online access, users can access even more data, with immediate access to diabetes data, right down to
the city and zip code level. Never before has this amount of data been available in such an easy-to-use,
intuitive site. With its free online access, a wealth of National, State, Congressional District and City
diabetes data and expandable full-color maps is only a few clicks away.
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